Body part clip art

When people talk about how bodies are portrayed in the media, it's usually about women. But
men have had to deal with body image issues as well. In fact, the "perfect" male body has
changed drastically over time, even more so than women. Now, the media still focuses on
women's looks much more than men, but that doesn't mean there's no pressure for a man to
obtain the ideal body. When you see how much the idea of an attractive male body has
changed, you'll find that, just like for women , "perfect" is completely arbitrary. We're taking it
way back, all the way to the Neolithic Era and how men's perfect body types began. Growing
food right where you lived, instead of stalking a buffalo all day, certainly made life a little easier.
Peter Janiszewski, PhD, a scientist who's thoroughly studied the truth behind obesity and
co-creator of Obesity Panacea , a blog dedicated to their pursuits in ending obesity once and for
all, stated that the ideal man at the time was heavy. Agriculture allowed those with power over
the land to have huge feasts and thereby gain weight. So, a heavier man was seen to be more
well off and appealing than his skinny counterparts. The ancient Greeks were very particular
about their ideals of beauty and captured them in works of art we still enjoy today. They weren't
interested in any big guys feasting away; according to The Guardian , the ideal man was
muscular and lean. In fact, they look a lot like hot guys in magazines we'd see today. If any of
those statues came to life and auditioned for the next Marvel film , they'd at least get a callback.
Though there were specific ratios for Greek beauty, they weren't completely realistic. An
Apollo's belt sometimes called Adonis belt is that abdominal V muscle many guys try to
achieve. You'll find a wide array of modern workouts that try to get 21st century men in the
same shape as the ideal of ancient Greece. It's a common thought that people living prior to the
20th century were shorter and weaker than we are today. But Professor Richard Steckel paints a
very different picture. In the early Middle Ages, men were nearly as tall as men of the 21st
century. Studying thousands of skeletons from the past 1, years, he found that the Middle Ages
gave men a real growth spurt, which then declined by two and a half inches by the s. Said
Steckel's study, "This decline of two-and-a-half inches substantially exceeds any height
fluctuations seen during the various industrial revolutions of the 19th century. Tall people
meant healthy people. So, why did men shrink? Steckel posits a number of possibilities. The
early Middle Ages took place in a warmer climate period, so crops were most likely more
plentiful. More food equals a healthier guy. Also, people still lived in relatively remote
populations. There were no bustling city centers of the Middle Ages, but that also meant they
were less likely to rapidly spread disease. As cities came to be and climate slightly cooled,
illness and potential lack of food led to the decline in health and size. So, guys were
unexpectedly tall at the time, but what was the "perfect" men's body of the day? Well, the art of
the Middle Ages doesn't give us much help in determining the ideal male figure, since the art
was primarily dedicated to religious scenes. Men and women were seen covered and certainly
the days of Adonis were long gone. Art depicts men as healthy looking and average, nothing
more. Leonardo Da Vinci made finding out what the perfect men's body would look like in the
time of the Renaissance pretty easy. With his drawing of the Vitruvian Man , he lays out exactly
how the perfect body should look. It's not just to do with thin vs. Plus, the circle and square that
surround the man aren't there just for extra decoration. They held deep meaning. It's the perfect
shape, that all of its points on its circumference are equidistant from the center, and it was the
shape that governed all of the supposed concentric fears that made up the cosmos. And then
you've got the human element of things, the square, where you bring things down to Earth and
make sense of them, set them right. A precursor to the fop, the Macaronis were originally British
young men who went abroad, fell in love with the Italian food "maccaroni" and the European
style of dress. According to historian Geri Walton , the men would commonly order maccaroni
to show off that they recently visited Italy and eventually got the nickname "macaronis. A trim
figure was preferred as their many layers clung to the body. Basically, they were the hipsters of
their day. Eventually, Macaronis became a laughing stock. Their look became so extreme with
huge wigs, heavily made up faces, and ornate and ridiculous accessories that by people began
to describe the look as "effeminate. It is called a Macaroni I may perhaps, on some future
occasion, be ample in animadversion on those lady-like gentlemen, who, despairing to be
thought men, are ambitious of resembling women. People resented this womanly look and it
soon fell out of fashion and placed a greater importance on looking properly masculine. Extra
fun fact: In "Yankee Doodle Dandy" the song is about the British mocking the Americans'
tattered and worn way of dressing. Hence "Stuck a feather in his hat and called it Macaroni,"
both throws shade on Washington for thinking a feather would be enough to be a snappy
dresser and refers back the Macaronis, rather than the pasta we all loved as kids and still love
now. If you're a big fan of the "dad bod," then the Gilded Age would have been your very
favorite era for perfect men's bodies. In a throwback from the Neolithic Age, weight meant
status. So, fat men were in. It signified that you had plenty of money and didn't need to do hard

labor. According to the book Looking Good a big belly was considered attractive. It was so cool
to be big, they had Fat Men's Clubs. To gain entry to a Fat Men's Club, you had to be over
pounds to join and there were many clubs across the country. The natives, who are mostly bony
and angular, have stared with envy at the portly forms and rubicund faces which have arrived
on every train. They'd even have competitive weigh ins to celebrate who was the biggest. Alas,
he came in at a disappointing His friends thought he shrank at least 20 pounds more from grief
before evening. But, this was the last time that a big belly would be the height of attractiveness.
As Hollywood films became immensely popular, they nearly single handedly shaped the ideal
form of beauty for men and women. It's an old tale that women have always been pressured to
stay thin for Hollywood , but the same thing happened to men. According to Looking Good ,
people looked about 20 pounds heavier on film, so directors preferred actors with a leaner
frame. Now that the industry had moved from the often freezing east coast to the always sunny
California, people could show off more of their bodies year round. Plus, movies back then had
men riding horses, sword fighting, and doing a number of physically intense stunts, so men had
to be in shape to do their job. Only 15 years from the age of Fat Men's Clubs, a slim dashing
figure was all the rage, while the fat man was old news. Men began to slim down for Hollywood,
but Charles Atlas built them back up. Atlas was the first fitness guru and he worked incredibly
hard for his physique. Smithsonian Magazine details that Atlas was once a 97 pound guy who
got tired of getting bullied all the time. So, he began to work out, came up with the term
"Dynamic Tension" a form of mostly isometric exercises and eventually became an incredibly
strong icon. During the hard times of the s and '40s, people were inspired by Atlas' story. Then
nobody would mess with you. The idea that physical size could give you confidence was a
powerful message. Now that the war and depression were over, men were slightly less
concerned with looking strong, but they did want to look big. In came the era of the Executive
look, where men aimed to pose large, imposing figures as part of the perfect body. Suit jackets
and overcoats had large boxy shoulders and a much looser fit than we'd see today. There was
some emphasis on a trim waist, but the biggest asset was broad shoulders on a tall build. In
The Pyramid Climbers by Vance Packard, a book from all about success in the corporate world,
he describes what an ideal executive should look like. In the old days in some of the companies
the tallest executive was five feet five, but now the fashion is for big men even though there are
plenty of small men doing a terrific job. Basically, if you were short in the '50s you needed to
work harder to get ahead. Packard reported, "If small, he should make up for it in energy and
good health. The '60s shook off some of the formal air from the previous decade and suave,
stylish men became fashionable. GQ lists some of the most fashionable men of the era and you
can see the look was clean and the suits fit closer to the body. The type of man that stayed in
the corporate world maintained this buttoned up style, while rock stars and younger men often
went the more bohemian route. For fashion, men started to have options that consisted of more
than just "should I wear a black or dark grey suit jacket? The era's perfect male body is
exemplified by Sean Connery, the very first He was trim, but didn't have a lot of muscle
definition and did have a lot of chest hair. Michael Caine was considered handsome leading
man, especially after his role in role in Alfie , but his shirtless look was fairly unimpressive by
today's standards. Men should still have broad shoulders and a flat stomach, but cut biceps and
a six-pack was definitely not required. For the first time since the age of the Macaronis, a less
ruggedly masculine look came into style as the perfect men's body. Androgyny was huge for
David Bowie and even Mick Jagger, who according to The Guardian enjoyed playing with looks
that were both masculine and feminine. A thin, lanky frame became popular for followers of this
look. Though unisex clothes became popular, they didn't really affect gender roles or decrease
the importance of having a perfect body. Professor Jo Paoletti said in her book Sex and Unisex ,
"Part of the appeal of adult unisex fashion was the sexy contrast between the wearer and the
clothes, which actually called attention to the male or female body. Not all men were into the
gender bending idea. They sported mustaches and wholeheartedly embraced the new trend of
bell bottoms. Men's clothes were tighter fitting than years past, so a reasonably toned physique
was in fashion. Still no need for six-packs, but you couldn't hide a beer gut with those high
waisted pants and snazzy jumpsuits. Men's perfect bodies went in two completely different
directions in the '80s. One path had the hard bodied men exemplified by action heroes like
Sylvester Stallone and Arnold Schwarzenegger. In her book Hard Bodies , Susan Jeffords wrote
that the action films of the time mixed with Reagan's "return to values" perfectly defined the
masculine ideal of the '80s. For this decade, having broad shoulders but a bit of a pudge
wouldn't cut it anymore. The Reagan era brought in a new wave of heightened masculinity
where hitting the gym hard made you more of a man. On the complete other side of the
spectrum was the rise of glam metal. In her book Look What the Cat Dragged In , Anna
Kurennaya said, "The genre of glam metal, marked visually by high-volume hair and lurid dress,

and lyrically by a ravenous lust for the opposite sex, constitutes a site of complex transgression
that upends our collectively constructed notions of gender, sexuality, and authenticity. With its
beginning in the '80s, the idea of a cut, very muscular man being the ideal has only increased
over time. You can see this in the timeline of superhero movies. They both played Superman
Reeve from and Cavill in and though they're both in excellent shape, Cavill makes Reeve look
like a little boy. Now, anybody who plays a "hot guy" in film has to be cut. Just being thin or
athletic isn't good enough and from the '90s to today, it's only become more extreme. The
Telegraph posits that these action figures may be giving boys body image issues. The
newspaper quoted a study from Alpha Magazine that found that men were more anxious about
their bodies in than they were five years before. The Boston Globe reported that male
body-shaming is on the rise with sites like TMZ dedicating whole sections to "Livin Large,"
where they show unflattering pictures of famous people mostly me who've gained weight.
Though this is something women have been dealing with for decades, men are now getting near
equal media pressure to have unattainable bodies. And they might be able to blame Superman.
The one thing that has remained constant for the perfect man? A full head of hair. Men have
fretted over losing their hair since the beginning of time. In Looking Good , the author quotes
Arabian Nights where a woman says, " Is there anything more ugly in the world than a man bald
and beardless as an artichoke? In ancient Rome, according to the Getty blog , baldness was
associated with wisdom and many philosophers were shown as bald, but everybody else did
whatever they could to hide diminishing hair. Men would dye their grays and were very
emotionally attached to their hair. Emperor Domitian said of hair, "Be assured that nothing is
more pleasing, but nothing shorter-lived. Later, Looking Good stated that men wore wigs to
hide their real lack of hair and as years passed, people invented tons of questionable potions to
bring your hair back. Though styles and body types will continue to change, men wanting long,
luscious locks will never change. What's considered the perfect men's body has so drastically
changed over the years, it proves that trying to live up to any kind of arbitrary ideal is always
silly. Just imagine those poor men in the Fat Men's Clubs who were considered prime hotties,
then getting past aside for the thin Hollywood types? This obsession with muscles will surely
pass and hopefully one day "perfect" will be whatever body you naturally have. All Rights
Reserved. Neolithic Era 12, BC. Middle Ages AD. Renaissance The Macaronis s. The Gilded Age
late s-early s. Hollywood s. Charles Atlas ss. The Executive look s-early s. Late s-early s. More
and more muscular today. One thing that's never gone out of style â€” hair. The ever changing
idea of "perfect". Small and cute chibis are great for illustrations or for printing on keyrings and
other accessories. A chibi is a form of stylized character drawing that originates in Japan. Chibi
characters are usually between two and four heads tall. They are often used on merchandise for
popular anime series. With huge, distinct facial expressions, they are also useful when good at
creating a fun or cute atmosphere. Once you know how to draw chibis, you may find it much
easier to draw these cute characters compared to typically proportioned characters. Most chibi
characters are around the same size and body shape, regardless of the gender, face size,
height, body shape, and age of the original design. In other words, a six-head-tall girl and an
eight-head-tall man would have the same body shape as a two- to three-head-tall chibi
character. Even though chibi characters have the same basic body shape, you need to find a
way to differentiate between multiple characters. In particular, the eyes, hairstyle, and clothing.
To start with, try to learn how to draw one particular proportion. Once you learn how to draw a
chibi, you can apply the same principles to versions with slightly different body proportions.
When drawing a chibi character, focus on the overall roundness and remember that the head is
spherical. Most people think of chibis as a 2D stylization. Try to think of your chibi character in
a 3D space. A chibi character with a sense of depth will appear much cuter, so keep the 3D
space in mind as you draw. One feature that differentiates a chibi from a typical human is the
lack of sharp edges around the jawline. I mentioned earlier that you should focus on the
roundness, as most parts of chibi character are soft and round. I replace the sharp jawline with
a smooth curve. As I mentioned earlier, since the head is a sphere, draw the guide following the
shape of a ball instead of flat paper. You can imagine the curve of the latitude and longitude
lines of the earth as an example of this. The eyes of a chibi are quite large, so place the
horizontal line for the eyes slightly lower. The eyes of a chibi express the most emotion, so
draw them very large. The mouth is small, and you can often omit drawing the nose. You can
also use a small dot to represent the nose. Draw some hair for your chibi. First, draw a
voluminous shape of the hair around the outline of the head. Use soft tips for the ends of the
hair. The position of the neck is slightly tricky when drawing a side profile. You can place the
neck under the ear. Chibis have huge eyes that express their characteristics and feelings. Does
the character have upturned or downturned eyes? Does the character have round eyes or thin
eyes? Of course, knowing the basics of how the body works will affect the drawing, but you do

not have to be strictly bound to these principles. Since the body is already too small to support
the head, you can ignore some rules of physics when you draw. This freedom is one advantage
of chibi characters. On a normally-sized drawing, a woman might have a defined figure, but you
can ignore those features for a chibi character. The main element of chibi characters is
cuteness. A detailed body shape would be too realistic, so they are typically drawn with a
childlike body. Slender limbs will make the character look too mature, so keep the arms and
legs relatively thick, ignoring realism with the joints and muscles. You can decide whether or
not to draw the fingers and toes, but the chibi can look a little odd with detailed fingers. I
recommend dividing the hand into two shapes: the thumb and the four fingers. You can
consider drawing the hands and fingers in more detail if the character is three heads tall. Note:
When drawing a three-head-tall body, you should define the shape more clearly than a
two-head-tall body. In particular, by drawing curves around the chest, waist, and hip, the
character will look more mature than with a two-head-tall body. Mini characters have identical
body shapes, so it can be hard to distinguish between them at a single glance. How can we
differentiate between characters? For example, if the character wears glasses, draw them larger.
If the character has long hair, make it even longer. The same applies to the clothes of the
character. As I mentioned at the beginning, if you learn how to design a chibi character by
yourself, you will be able to draw more characters with the same body shape. You can also
apply the tips for drawing the face and the body to other chibi characters. Based on the same
body shape, you can differentiate between characters by drawing different hairstyles, eye
shapes, and clothes. Today, I will explain how to prepare art for acrylic keychains, which are
easy to make and look cute with chibi characters! An acrylic keychain usually requires three
separate data, depending on the printing vendor template. For the artwork , choose the data you
want to use. Without this white base, the illustration will be printed directly on the transparent
acrylic, which makes the colors appear translucent and hard to see. It is easy to create this data
â€” create a duplicate of the illustration layer and fill it with a solid color. The printing vendor
will print this layer in white. Because it sits under the illustration, the shape should be a
silhouette of the artwork. If you want certain parts to appear transparent, you can remove the
white fill on those parts. Once you know how to prepare data for an acrylic keychain, you can
make other acrylic accessories in the same way! Learn the basics of digital art, from the tools
you need to the steps of creating digital artwork. Read art tutorials and interviews with concepts
artists for films, games, and animation. Learn techniques for creating expressive and fun
character art with these tutorials. Whether you're creating manga, comics, or webtoons, here
you'll find the best techniques to create your story! Easy Steps to Creating Chibi Characters. In
this tutorial, I will teach you how to draw chibi characters. If you learn the main points of
drawing chibis, you can create any character in this style. The head is round and large
compared to the body. Draw a circle First, draw the rough outline as a circle. Draw along the
circle Draw the outline of the head around the circle. Draw guides Draw guide lines for placing
the eyes and mouth. For some comical expressions, the eyes are drawn only with straight lines.
Since I will change all sharp edges into a curve, I omit sharp parts such as the nose. Draw
details of the eyes Make the eyes neater and add some more detail compared to the previous
simple eyes. Draw the hair Draw some hair for your chibi. Now the head is finished. Compared
to a regular face, keep the lines as simple as possible. The key to creating a chibi character is to
reduce information while leaving the key features. When drawing the side profile, keep in mind
the spherical shape of the back of the head. The eyes are the most important, as they can create
a totally different effect with expressions. Since they are so tiny, you can bring out the childish
aspects of the characters. A longer torso will make the chibi look cuter and more doll-like.
Longer legs create a more mature effect, even with the same head-to-body ratio. Choose
whichever proportions you prefer. If you draw the neck, keep it short and thin. However, make
sure the head and body connect at the right position. Sloping shoulders suit both male and
female chibi characters. If the character has some defining characteristic, you can draw that.
You can make the legs thinner towards the feet, or keep the thickness consistent. Express more
personality! In this way, you can clearly distinguish the different characters you draw. Changing
the hair is useful in many cases. Did you enjoy my tutorial? And since chibi characters can
ignore gravity, you can draw poses that are usually impossible. Always prioritize the cuteness
of the character over the realism of the pose. You can make most other acrylic goods, such as
acrylic stands, in the same way. At the top, indicate where to place the hole for the keyring
chain. To print your illustration as you created it, make sure to create a white fill layer. The layer
can be purely black. Fill the area surrounding the illustration in black. Avoid creating a complex
cut border, as the keyring maker may not be able to cut it. Make sure you understand the size of
each item. Panels, Gutters, and Page Flow How to draw and color anime hair How to draw a frilly
dress with a full skirt and puffy sleevâ€¦. ClipArt ETC provides students and teachers with over

71, pieces of quality educational clipart. Every illustration comes with a choice of image size as
well as complete source information for proper citations in school projects. All images are
appropriate for classroom use. You'll find no advertisements, pop-ups, or inappropriate links
here. A friendly license allows teachers and students to use up to 50 free clipart items in a
single, non-commercial, school project without further permission. This free classroom
resource is supported entirely by the fees received from the commercial users of the site. Just
type! The Alphabets ClipArt collection offers 1, illustrations arranged in 43 galleries including
decorative letters and numerals, complete alphabet sets, and several sign language systems. If
you are lookingâ€¦. The American History and Government ClipArt collection offers 2,
illustrations arranged in 26 galleries. See also the Israel ClipArt galleryâ€¦. The Animals ClipArt
collection offers 10, illustrations arranged in 96 galleries, including amphibians, birds,
crustaceans, fish, insects, mammals, and reptiles. All illustrations in the ClipArt â€¦. The Arts
and Architecture ClipArt collection offers 6, illustrations in galleries, including architecture,
crafts design elements, drawing, heraldry, historic styles, painting, printmaking, andâ€¦. The
Business and Industry ClipArt collection offers 3, illustrations sorted into 84 galleries, including
agriculture, banking, manufacturing, mining, and other occupations. It also contains variousâ€¦.
The Community ClipArt collection offers 3, illustrations of individual people and communities of
people arranged in 91 galleries. This section also includes neighborhoods, housing, religion,
and holidays. The Flags and Emblems ClipArt collection offers 1, illustrations of flags, seals,
coats of arms, and other emblems from countries and organizations worldwide arranged into 10
galleries. Included areâ€¦. The Home ClipArt collection offers 2, illustrations of household
objects and activities arranged in 74 galleries. Included in this collection are appliance, food,
furniture, home safety, householdâ€¦. The Literature ClipArt collection offers 2, illustrations of
people and scenes from classic literature, fairy tales, nursery rhymes, and other printed
sources. The 50 galleries allow visitors to searchâ€¦. The Mathematics ClipArt collection
includes 9, images for algebra, geometry, trigonometry, probability, money, number sense, and
more. This comprehensive setâ€¦. The Military ClipArt collection offers illustrations of military
items arranged in 12 galleries including firearms, artillery, armor, fortifications, swords,
daggers, spears, polearms, and medals. The Music ClipArt collection offers illustrations of
musical instruments and other images related to music. The 12 galleries in this collection
include ancient instruments from Rome, Greece, Egypt,â€¦. The People ClipArt collection offers
8, illustrations of adults, children, and famous people as well as individual faces and hands, all
arranged into galleries. You may also be interested in Peopleâ€¦. The Places ClipArt collection
offers 6, illustrations of countries and regions from around the world arranged into galleries.
Selecting a region from below will lead you to another page, whereâ€¦. The Plants ClipArt
collection offers 9, illustrations of various members of the kingdom Plantae and Fungi arranged
in 46 galleries. This includes, but is not limited to, trees, flowers and shrubs,â€¦. The School
ClipArt collection offers illustrations of all aspects of school, including buildings, supplies,
playground, and students and their studies, all arranged into 8 galleries. See also theâ€¦. The
Science ClipArt collection offers 7, illustrations related to astronomy, biology, chemistry, earth
science, and physics. The illustrations are arranged in galleries. For color Science
photographs,â€¦. The Sports and Recreation ClipArt collection offers illustrations arranged into
18 galleries, including aquatics, gymnastics, outdoor recreation, exercise, individual sports,
dual sports, and teamâ€¦. The Transportation ClipArt collection offers 3, illustrations of many
means of transportation, including air, horse-drawn, motor vehicles, railroad, and ships, all
sorted into 36 galleries. The illustrationsâ€¦. The classroom-appropriate pictures on ClipPix ETC
are great images for school websites, class projects, student reports, homework assignments,
presentations, posters, art projects, picture books, bulletin boards, and creating teaching aids.
Thousands of presentation elements and millions of combinations allow you to customize your
school projects, electronic scrapbook, or eportfolio. A friendly license allows teachers and
students to use up to 50 items in a single, non-commercial project without further permission.
Over 5, maps representing many different time periods. Use the PDF maps for displays, bulletin
boards, and printed school reports. Cl ip Art ETC. Winter The Winter ClipArt gallery provides
illustrations of the season, includingâ€¦. Alphabets The Alphabets ClipArt collection offers 1,
illustrations arranged in 43 galleries including decorative letters and numerals, complete
alphabet sets, and several sign language systems. Animals The Animals ClipArt collection
offers 10, illustrations arranged in 96 galleries, including amphibians, birds, crustaceans, fish,
insects, mammals, and reptiles. Arts and Architecture The Arts and Architecture ClipArt
collection offers 6, illustrations in galleries, including architecture, crafts design elements,
drawing, heraldry, historic styles, painting, printmaking, andâ€¦. Business and Industry The
Business and Industry ClipArt collection offers 3, illustrations sorted into 84 galleries, including
agriculture, banking, manufacturing, mining, and other occupations. Community The
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